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I. A fundamental theorem in the arithmetical theory of quadratic 
forms, due to HASSE, asserts that a homogeneous quadratic equation 
with coefficients in an algebraic number field K has a nontrivial solution 
in K if it has such a solution in all ~-adic fields Kl,) corresponding to the 
finite or infinite places ~ of K. 
Several proofs of this theorem have been given ([2], Satz 23.5; [3]; 
[5], Satz I9). As far as the author knows in all of them use is made either 
of Dirichlet's theorem on the prime ideals in an arithmetical progression 
or of quaternion algebras. In the present note we shall show that Hasse's 
theorem is a consequence of (a) standard results from algebraic number 
theory (lemmas I, 2, 6), (b) results from the theory of quadratic forms 
over ~-adic fields (lemmas 4, 5). 
The proof given here contains nothing new, it is merely a suitable 
arrangement of known results and devices. 
n 
2. Let /(~)= L (Xii ~i~i ((Xii=(Xii) be a quadratic form in the variables 
i.i~l 
~i with coefficients (Xii in a field K of characteristic i= 2. There exists an 
equivalent form derived by a nonsingular linear transformation of the 
variables with (Xii = 0 for i i= j, therefore we may assume henceforth that 
Moreover we assume that ()1,1 •.• (X,. i= 0 (otherwise we get a form in fewer 
variables). 
A nontrivial zero off in K is a set ~ = (~v ... , ~ .. ) of elements in K, not 
all of them 0, such that /(~) = 0. 
Now let K be an algebraic number field. For each place ~ of K (finite 
or infinite) we denote by Kl,) the completion of K for ~ and by fl,) the 
quadrJ),tic form f considered as a polynomial with coefficients in Kl,). 
We shall prove the following 
THEOREM. If fl,) has a nontrivial zero in Kl,) for each ~ then f has a non-
trivial zero in K. 
First we collect some auxiliary results. 
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LEMMA 1. A number £X E K is a square in K if for each ~ there is Pv E Kv 
such that £X= P~ in Kv. 
Lemma 1 follows from the following result: if L is a quadratic extension 
of K then there are infinitely many places of K which do not split in L. 
This is a consequence of the first inequality of class field theory for the 
particular case of quadratic extensions ([1 ], § 13). 
LEMMA 2. Let £X E K, L=K(V~), Lv=Kv(V~). If p E K has the following 
property: for each~ there is y., EKv with P=N Lv!Kv (yv) in Kv then P=N L!K(y) 
for some y E L. 
This is trivial if £X is a square inK. If not this is Hasse's norm theorem 
for quadratic extensions, proved in class field theory as a consequence 
of the first and second inequality ([1], Th. 14.1). 
LEMMA 3. Let f( ~) = ~i- iX~~- p~~ + y~~ be a quaternary quadratic form 
with coefficients £X, p, y in a field K of characteristic i= 2. Let (J = £XPY i= 0, 
put L=K(Vb), M =L(V~). Then f has a nontrivial zero in K if and only 
if P=N Mn(e) for some e EM ([5], Satz 14). 
Proof. Suppose first that /(~) = 0 has a nontrivial zero in K. Since £XPY 
is a square in L the equation ~i- iX~~- p( ~~- iXm = 0 has a nontrivial zero 
in L. If £X is a square in L, then p = N LIL(p). If £X is not a square in L then 
P = (~i- £X~~) (~~- iXm-1 for suitable ~i E L. This shows that pis a quotient 
of norms of elements of M, hence p is a norm. 
Now suppose that P=NMn(e) for some e EM. Then P=A.2 -£Xf-l2 with 
)., f-l E L (this is also true if M =L). If A., f-l E K we have a solution 
~=(A., f-l, 1, 0) off(~)= 0. If A., f-l are not both in K then (J is not a square 
inK and we can put A=A1 +A.2Vb, f-l=f-l1 +f-l2Vb (A.i, f-li E K, i= 1, 2), A2, f-l2 
not both zero. Then 
(I) 
If A.2 =0, f-l1 =0 then ~=(l,O,p-1A.v£Xf-l2) is a solution of f(~)=O. 
IfA.2 i=Owefindfrom(l)thatpA.~=£X (pyA.~-1-lD (A.~-£Xf-l~). Now(pyA.~-f-lD-1 
may be written as pyJ.~- p,~ with suitable J.2 , P,2 E K. Then ~ = (1Xf-l2 , A2, A2P,2, 
PA.2J.2) is a nontrivial solution of f(~) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let~ be a finite place of K which does not divide 2. If £Xv £X2, £X3 
3 
are units in Kv the equation _L £Xi ~r= 0 has a nontrivial zero in Kv. 
i~I 
Proof. Since in the finite residue class field of Kv any non-degenerate 
ternary quadratic form has a nontrivial zero there are integers ~il (i = 1, 2, 3) 
3 
of K at least one of which is a unit, such that ,L £Xi ~T1 - 0 (~ ). Since ~ 
i~l 
does not divide 2 we can determine inductively integers ~in in Kv such 
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3 
that ~in- ~i.n-l (.)::Jn-1 ), L iXi ~Tn- O(.)::Jn) (n= 2, 3, ... ). Then if ~i= lim ~in 
i= 1 n--+oo 
3 
we have .L iXi ~f = 0. At least one of the ~i is =1= 0 since one of them must 
i-1 
be a unit. 
LEMMA 5. Let.)::! be a finite place of K, let IXi EK'Jl (l<;i<;4). If IX1 1X2 1X3 1X4 
4 
is not a square in K'P the equation .L IX/i = 0 has a nontrivial zero in K. 
i-1 
4 
Proof. Let/(~) = .L iXii ~i~i be a non-degenerate quaternary quadratic 
i,i-1 
form with coefficients in K'P such that /(~) = 0 has only the trivial solution 
~i = 0. Now two such forms are equivalent i.e. one is obtainable from the 
other by a nonsingular linear transformation of the variables (for a direct 
proof of this result see [ 4 ], prop. 6). Hence the class of the determinant 
~ = det (1Xi;) modulo the group of squares =1= 0 of K'P is the same for all 
such forms. Now one form of this kind is g(~)=(~i+e~1~2 +a~~)-:n(~~+ 
+e~3~4 +a~~), where ~i+e~1~2 +a~~ is the norm form of the unramified 
quadratic extension of K'P and where n is a prime element of K'P. Since 
the determinant of g is a square the determinant of f is a square. In 
4 
particular if .L iXi ~f= 0 has only the trivial solution in K'P then IX11X21X31X4 
i-1 
must be a square. This implies the assertion of lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let L=K(Vd) be a quadratic extension of the algebraic number-
field K. Let .)::! be a finite place of K, put L'Jl=K'Jl(l/d). Then, x; and L; 
denoting the multiplicative groups of K'P and L'P, any class of x; modulo 
N L:piK'P (L;) contains an element which is not a square in x;. Moreover there 
is a neighbourhood U of 1 in x; such that any IX E U is a square of an 
element of x; and a norm of an element of L;. 
Proof. If L'P=K'Jl the first part is trivial. Now let L'P=!=K'P. Then the 
first part is a consequence of the following results from local class field 
theory: the index (K; : N L'PIK'P (L;)) is 2, the index (K; : (K;)2) is finite 
and > 4 ([1], § 11). These relations also imply that the closed subgroups 
N L'PIK'Jl (L;) and (K;)2 of x; are open which proves the second part of 
lemma 6. 
Remark. The relation (K;: NL'Jl/x'Jl(L;))=2 may be derived from the 
properties of quaternary forms over K'P used in the proof of lemma 5. 
The other index relation can also be proved directly (see [2], Satz 7.4 
and Satz 6.1). 
We can now prove the theorem. First we consider the lowest values of n. 
If n= 1 the theorem is trivial. If n= 2,3 the theorem follows from 
lemmas 1,2, respectively. If n= 4 the theorem follows from lemmas 2 and 3 .. 
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Now let n=5, f(~)= L .xi~T· Suppose that fv has a nontrivial zero in 
i~l 
Kv for all .lJ (finite or infinite). LetS be the set of places of K formed by 
the infinite real places, the finite places dividing 2 and those for which 
.xv .x2, .x3 are not all units. S is a finite set. 
For any .lJ E S we shall determine elements Av, ~li' 1Jv in Kv such that 
3 
(a) Av=.x4~~+.x51J~, (b) L .x;~T+Av~~=O has a nontrivial zero in Kv. First 
i=l 
let .\J E S be infinite real. Then it is easily seen that if we take Ali E Kv 
with suitable sign, ~li and 1JJ;J can be found such that conditions (a) and (b) 
are satisfied. Now let .lJ be a finite place in S. According to lemma 6 there 
exists Av EKv such that (a') .x4 1Av is a norm of an element of Kv(V -.x5.x4 1 ), 
(b') Av .x1.x2.x3 is not a square in Kv. (a') is equivalent to the existence of 
~li' 1Jv E Kli! such that (a) holds and (b') implies (b) by lemma 5. Moreover 
by the second part of lemma 6 the following holds: if we replace ~li' 1Jv by 
sufficiently close elements~~' 1}~ and if A~=.x4~~2 +.x51J~2 , then A~,~~' 1}~ are 
elements of Kv which also satisfy (a) and (b). For an infinite real .\J this 
is also true by continuity. 
Now Av, ~li' 1Jv being defined fo.r all .\J E S we can find elements ~, 1J inK 





has a nontrivial zero in Kv for all .\J E S. 
On the other hand if .\J ¢= S and if .\J is finite, (2) has a nontrivial zero 
with ~4 = 0 in Kv by lemma 4. If .\J ¢=Sand if .\J is infinite then .\J is a complex 
place and (2) has also a zero in Kv· 
Thus we see that (2) has a nontrivial zero in all Kv; then the case n = 4 
of the theorem shows that (2) has a nontrivial zero inK. This implies at 
5 
once the existence of a nontrivial zero of L .xi ~; = 0 in K. 
i~l 
We could have proved the case n > 5 together with the case n = 5 by 
the same kind of argument. However for n > 5 the theorem may be 
derived in a simpler manner from the case n = 5. 
Let n > 5, suppose that the theorem has already been proved for forms 
in (n-1) variables. Let f be a quadratic form in n variables with coeffi-
cients inK such that fv has a nontrivial zero for all .\J. LetS .be the set of 
infinite real places of K. If .\J E S there is by simple properties of quadratic 
forms over the real numbers a set ~v= (~iii) (l <:;i<:;n) such that .xv= fv(~v)i=O 
and that fv is equivalent to a form Yv (~')+.xv~; W=(~v ... , ~n-1)) where 
Yv is a indefinite form. Determine such a set ~li for all .\J E S and determine 
~ = (~v ... , ~n) with ~i E K so close to ~iii (in Kv) that ~ has the same 
properties as ~li in Ki! (.\J ES). Then if f(~)=.x we have .xi=O, and f is 
43 
equivalent to a form f'(t}+IX~~ where f' is a quadratic form in (n-1) 
variables which is indefinite for all infinite real places. But f;, being a 
form in more than 4 variables, has a nontrivial zero in Kll for all finite ~ 
(see e.g. [4], prop. 2) and obviously also in Kll for infinite complex ~-
Our inductive assumption implies that f' has a nontrivial zero in K. 
Hence f has such a zero. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
It will be observed that the deeper arithmetical results are needed only 
for the proof of the cases n= 2, 3, 4 and that the general case may then 
be derived by the use of local results and elementary facts. 
Finally let us remark that if K is an algebraic function field in l variable 
with a finite field of constants the theorem holds and may be proved in 
the same fashion. 
University of Utrecht. 
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